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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we continue our investigation of series of the formCxEn f (x + X). Given a sequence 
of natural numbers nt < n2 < we are interested in sets n of the form UT=, akZ n [nk,nk+,), 
where 0 < o < 1. In case cy = l/q, where 4 > 1 is an integer, there is a zero-one law showing that for 
every measurable f : R’ --+ Rf the above sum either converges almost everywhere or diverges al- 
most everywhere. However, for any other value of cy E (0,l) there is no such zero-one law. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a continuation of papers [l], [2], and [3]. In [3], answering a 
question of Haight [6] and Weizsacker [lo] we showed that there is a mea- 
surable characteristic function f : R -+ Rf such that both of the sets 
{x : C,“= 1 f(nx) < +cm} and {x : C,” 1 f(nx) = +m} have positive measure. 
Earlier results, and further references related to convergence of C f(nx) can be 
found in [7], [8] and [9]. In fact, Marstrand in [9] disproved the Khinchin con- 
jecture [7] which concerned the convergence of Cesaro means (l/k) C:= 1 
f(nx) to the integral off on [0, 11, when f is the characteristic function of a set 
E with period I. 
In [l] and [2] we considered the following additive generalizations of the 
convergence problem of C~(PZX): 
* This author received support from Grant FKFP 0192/1999. 
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Given A, an infinite discrete set of nonnegative numbers, and f : R + R a 
nonnegative Lebesgue measurable function we consider the sum of translates 
of .f: 
(1) 4x1 = c .f (x + A) 
XC.1 
and the sets of convergence and divergence C(J, X) = {x : xx E A f(x+ A) < +co} 
and Dcfi X) = {x : xx,” f(x + A) = +a}. 
A set n is of type 1 if either Ccf, A) = R almost everywhere, or Cdf, A) = 0 
a.e. (in this case a zero-one law holds for the convergence of (1)). Otherwise, A is 
of type 2. Using additive terminology, the result of [3] says that ill”sn := 
{logn : n = 1,2, . ..} is of type 2. In [1] and [2] several generalizations were 
considered. Given a sequence of naturalknumbers nl < n2 < . . . . it was shown 
that A(‘j2) := l-l,“=, Ah”‘) , where Ak (l/2) := (l/2)kZfl [nk,nk+l) is of type 1. 
It was also shown that this type 1 set could be adjusted to become a type 2 
set by making it become asymptotically dense at a faster rate as follows: 
there is a sequence m(k) --f 00 such that A(‘/*)“‘“’ := uF= ,A~“2)‘“(Lt, A(‘i2)““k’ := 
(l/2)“‘@)?? n [nk, nk+ 1) is of type 2. 
A number t > 0 is called a translator of A if (A + t) \ A is finite. Condition (*) 
is said to be satisfied if T(A), the countable additive semigroup of translators of 
A, is dense in R+. We showed that condition (*) implies that Ccf, A) is either 0, 
R, or a closed left half-line modulo sets of measure zero. The two sets just de- 
scribed above both satisfy condition (*). So condition (*) is not enough to de- 
termine whether A is of type 1 or type 2. 
In this paper for a given a! E (0, 1), we are interested in the sets 
Ank := Up=, A$, A$ = CY~.Z n [&,nk+l). 
If a = 1 /q for some q E {2,3, . ..}. then a we indicate how a slight modifica- 
tion of the proof of Theorem 1 of [1] shows that A(‘/q)k is of type 1 and condition 
(*) is satisfied. If cu @ Q!, th en we indicate how one can apply Theorem 5 of [ 1] to 
show that Amk is of type 2. 
Thus, there remains the difficult case when a = p/q with (p, q) = 1, p, q > 1, 
p < q. In this case we show that A@iq)k is of type 2. The problem of showing this 
is not easy even in the special case when p = 2, q = 3. When working on this 
problem, for a while it seemed that we needed some information on the dis- 
tribution of { (3/2)“}, (where { .} d enotes the fractional part). To our surprize, 
and showing why the case A(213)h was difficult, it turned out, [4] that in 1980 it 
was not even known, whether { (3/2)k} is uniformly distributed, or even dense 
in [0, 11. These questions were extensively studied previously (see further refer- 
ences in [4]) and according to a recent letter from Choquet remain open at this 
time. Fortunately, we found a way avoiding any information about the dis- 
tribution of { (3/2)“}, ( or of { (q/p)k}) to determine that A(2i3)‘1 (or Ably) ) is of 
type 2. Another novelty of this paper is that in the cases A(p’q) , (p > 1) condi- 
tion (*) is not satisfied and in Theorem 3 we also show that there exists a char- 
acteristic functionf’ such that CCf,A) does not equal 0, R, or a left half-line 
modulo sets of measure zero. This structure of CCf, A) has not been seen before 
and casts a little more  light on the question of  what the possible structure could 
be. 
Throughout  the paper  we assume that nl < n2 < ... is a given arbitrary 
monotone  increasing sequence of  natural numbers.  We use the notat ion [xJ for 
the integer part  o fxand ]A] for the Lebesgue measure of  the set A c ~. 
2. THE CASES WHEN a ~ Q, OR c~ = l/q 
Recall first Theorem 5 of  [1]: 
Theorem 1. Suppose that there exist three interva& I, J, K such that J = K + 
I - I (algebraic sum), I is to the left of J, and dist(I,  J )  > II], and two sequences 
(yj) and (Nj) tending to infinity (yj E R +, Nj E ~) such that, for each j, yj - I 
contains a set of Nj points of A independent from A N (yj - J) in the sense that the 
additive groups generated by these sets have only 0 in common. Then A has type 2. 
Moreover, for some f E C~(~), O(f, A) contains I and C(f, A) has full measure 
on K. 
I f  c~ ~ Q then one can apply Theorem 1 above. Indeed, choose intervals 
I = [0, 1/16], K = [1/2 - 1/16, 1 /2+ 1/16],and J = [1/2 - 1/8, 1,/2+ 1/8]. Set 
yj = (nj + 1/8). Observe that yj - I ¢~ A s = ~JY ~ (yj - I) ,  3~-  J N A "~ = 
o,J IZ N (yj - J )  and the additive groups c~JZ and ~J - IZ  have only 0 in com- 
mon, Setting Nj = #(yj  - I n A ~k) we have Nj ~ e~ and hence all condit ions 
of Theorem 1 are satisfied. 
Ifc~ = 1/q one can repeat he proof  of  Theorem 1 in [1] by using the following 
modif icat ion of  Lemma 2 of[ I] .  We leave the details to the reader. 
Lemma 2. Let ~ : ]F ~ ~ be a sequence of positive measurable fimctions, where 
]F = ~/Y. Irf ~n= ~,(q"t) < cx~ a.e., it then follows that ~= l qo~(q~t + k/q) < 
e~fork = 1 , . . . ,q -  l. 
3. THE CASE fY = p/q 
From here on we work with fixed relative pr ime integersp, q > 1 and 1 < p < q. 
For ease of  notat ion we denote A ~/q)k by A and A~k/q)~ by Ak. 
Fix an integer r such that r > 8, (r,p) = 1, and (r, q) = 1. 
The main result of  our paper is the following: 
Theorem 3. The set A defined above is of type 2. Moreover, there exists a char- 
acteristic function f : ff~ ~ ff~+ such that almost every point in [1/r, 2/r] belongs to 
C(f,A), JDCLA) n [1 + 1/r, 1 + 2/r]l > 1~8rand 
ID(J~A) A [ - I  + 1/ r , - I  + 2/r]I > 1/8r. 
The proof  of Theorem 3 relies on the following technical emma. 
Lemma 4. Given positive integers M and K M_ 1 we can choose the sets L M c 
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[l/r, 2/r], H’,M C [l + l/Y, 1+2/r], Hpl,M C [-I + l/r, -1 +2/r] and an in- 
teger KM > KM_ 1 such that 
and a characteristic,function fM = IIE~ : R --) [WC such that letting 
KM 
AKh,- ,.Kn, = U Ak 
k=K,w-, +I 
SM-I.M(X) = c fM(x+x) 
,=,h ,.K*1 
we have 
(4) SM_I,M(X) = 0, for x E 
(5) S,$,_t,M(X) > 1, for X E fflsM u H-l’M 
and.h =O on (-m,nKnr~~,+2 ) u (nKhf-21+m) 1 (-%nKbf_, + 2)u (nKII -2. 
fcm). 
First, let us prove Theorem 3 assuming Lemma 4 holds. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Set M = 1 and Ko = 1. Using induction and repeated 
application of Lemma 4, choose the sets L”‘, H”M, H-‘.“, the functionsfM and 
the constants KM for M = 1~ 2, . . . Observe the sets EM are pairwise disjoint. 
Set f(x) = Cz=, f~(x) = II UhlEh,(_~). Also, observe that if x E [-1,2], then 
s(x) = c XC ,I, .f (x + A) + c z=, s,,,_~,~(x) on [-1,2] and hence by the Borel- 
Cantelli lemma, (2) and (4) imply that s(x) < cc for almost every point of 
[l/r, 2/r]. On the other hand, (5) implies that s(x) = 03 for nE=, U”, = N H’.M 
U f~-‘.~. Using (3), we have 
and 
j!, ,Q, H- ‘,M, -1+;,-1+1 [ r II 
Proof of Lemma 4. Set m = 2 M +2 and choose kl > KM _ 1 + 2 such that 
(.PMk’ ~ ’ < l/G. Assuming ki- 1 has been defined choose k, > ki- 1 such that 
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(6) qk,-+I > -$. 
4 
Do this forj = 2, . . . . mandput KM =k,,,+4. 
Set 
and assume r E [0, l/r) is fixed. Let 
(8) Q(r) = {r + 11 (;)k’ + . . . + I,($)‘“’ +; t : 1 < lj 5 Nj, t 6 Z}. 
Note that G(T) has period l/r and next we show that its elements have a certain 
‘independence’ property. 
Assume x E Q(r) has the representations: 
(9) x=T+~I(~)k’ +. . +Zm(:)km +St = T+//(E)“’ +. . . +/k(i)km +it!, 
Then, after multiplying by r qknz and rearranging we obtain qkm(t - t’) = Air, 
where Ai is an integer. Since (q, r) = 1 we have rlt - t’ and hence 
(l/r)t - (l/r)t’ E iZ. 
Now, assume j 5 m and we have already verified that Ii = 1; for i > j. Then, 
multiplying (9) by qk/ and rearranging we obtain that (4 - $‘)Pkl = 
A2 . qki-kjm~., where A2 E Z. Hence, q 
have Irj - /;I < qk/ pkf-l 
kf-k~-l llj - q, but by (6), (7), and (8) we 
Therefore, 4 = 1;. Thus each x in Q(r) has a unique 
representation given by (9). This implies . 
(10) #(m(7) n [Q/J+;)) = Ni . . N, for arbitrary (Y E R. 
The set Q(r) will be used to define those points in [l/r, 2/r) where SM-I,M(X) 
can take values different from 0. In the sequel it will be enlarged to obtain a set 
of positive measure. Set Sj = [(p/q)-kfJ + 1. 
For even j choose the integer Vk, such that nk, 5 Vk, (P/q)k’ < nk, + (P/q)k’ 
and set Jk, = [nk, + 1/2,nk, + 1). For odd j choose the integer Vk, such that 
nk, + 1 - 1 5 Vk,(p/q)k’ < nk, + I - 1 + (P/q)k’ and set Jk, = [nk, +, - 1/2, nk, + 1). 
Observe that if X E Ak, n Jk,, then x has the form (Vk, + f)(p/q)kl, where 
1 E (0, . . . . Sj}. TO see this, note that we have X = (Vk, + ()(p/q)kf < nk, + 1. So, 
1 < 1 + l/($/q)“‘. Or, I- 1 < l/@/q)“. Since 1/(p/q)‘i’ is not an integer, I - 
1 5 [l/@/q)k’J. Thus, 1 5 5”. 
Put 
(11) 
Qj(T) ={T + II (P_)k’ + . . . 
4 
+ (vk, + I,)(;)k’ +.. . + ,(;)kn’ +;t : 
IiE{l,..., Ni}fori#j,IjE{Sj+l,...,Nj},tEZ}. 
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In the sequel we will choose certain values of 7 and fatten up Qj(r) n Jk, to be 
the collection of those points where fM = 1 in [l~k,, nk, + 1). 
Note that if x E (0,1/2) and x + X E Jk, for some X E A, then 
(12) x = (Vk, + $)(:ik’ for some G E (0, . . . . sj}. 
Thus, if x + X E O,(T) 0 Jk, (that is, fM(x) = I), then we would have 
x + (vk, + ,,,($)k’ = 7 + I$(;)” + . . + (vk, + I,)($)k’ + . . . + I,,(;)“. 
and therefore, 
By (11) and (12), I, - I/ E { 1, . . . . Ni} and hence 
(13) x E (0, l/2) and x + X E @j(T) n Jk, imply x E Q(T). 
Next we fix the values of the integers q,r and 5,-i so that 
(14) (i) p Jr’,,,, and y ,@i._i, 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Observe that by (iii) 11 $ l/r, 1 + 2/r] + X,,i c Jk, when j is even, and by (iv) 
[-I + l/r, -1 + 2/r] + Xi,_, c Jk, whenj is odd. 
Set 
(15) Sj.i(r) = ((ei:‘?i(T) n Jk,) -x1,1) n [I +::I +z). 
and 
(16) G+,._,(T) = ((sj(~)nJk,)-x,~_,)nI-l ++,-I +?) 
These sets will be enlarged by adding a small interval to define H’.M and H-‘.” 
and will give points x E [-1 + 1 /Y, -1 -I- 2/r] U [l + l/r, 1 +- 2/r) for which 
.1NI(*xf Xj.-I) = 1 orji(s + Xi,,) = 1, depending on the parity of j. 
Arguing as at (lo), using (11) and (7) one can show that 
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#(@j(T)fl [O!,Oi+t)) >N”;.Nm 
holds for all IY E R. This implies for even j and for all a E Iw 
for odd j and for all Q: E R 
(18) #@j,-lCT) > 
N, .--NM = #C@(T) l-l b> fl+ ;,i 
2 2 
Next we want to show that if j’ < j, j’ and j are both even then 
(19) pj,l (T) fl @j/,1 (7) = 0, 
and if j’ < j, j’ and j are both odd then 
(20) Pj,_l(T) fl!Pjlii,,-I(T) = 0s 
This will be the ‘independence’ property of the sets @j, * 1. Since they are disjoint 
we will obtain more than (m/2) . Nr . . . N,,,/2 = (m/4)#(@(r) fl[l/r,2/r)) 
points in [-1 + l/r,-1 +2/r), and in [I + l/r, 1 +2/r), where xxEnM_,,N 
f(x + X) 2 1 will hold. 
First we verify (19). Proceeding towards a contradiction assume x t @j,r (r) n 
Gjt.1 (T). Then there exist 
(21) t,r’Ez,l~f{l,... , Ni} for i #j,Z: f (1,. . . , Ni} for i #j’, 
(22) lj E {Sj+ l,... ,Nj} and $‘, E Sj, + l,..., N.‘} such that 
(23) 
T+~,(~)ki+...+(~k,+ji-~,~~)(~)~+...+Z~(~)~+~t= 
7- + rq”’ + 1.. + (Vk,, + $\ - ‘,,:‘%‘(~)I’+,,,+, 
A 
(p 
+4’ I 
Again, as we argued earlier, after multiplying by r. e and rearranging we 
obtain qkm(t - t’) = A3 . Y where A3 E Z. Using (q,r) = 1 we have r/t - t’. 
Therefore, (l/r)t - (l/r)t’ E Z. 
Now assume i E {j + 1,. . . , m} and we have shown 1, = Ii for L > i. Multi- 
plying (23) by qki and rearranging we infer (li - l/)pki = A4qkg-kg-l where A4 E 
z. 
Since (p, q) = 1 we again find that q k*-ki-tlli - Z:. But by (21) and (6) we have 
I& - lJ < q kl -- kl- 1, hence li = 1;. 
Now we turn to the case when i = j and recall that in this casej is even. This 
time after multiplying (23) by qk’ and rearranging we have 
(24) = 4 (vk,+lj-/j,l--$')p -_4 k, _ k,-+1.A5 
P 
where A5 E Z. 
Hence, 
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(25) qk, -k,--l I(p(Vk, + lj - $) - qc,l )pk’ -‘. 
Since (p, q) = 1, we obtain 
(26) qk, -k,-. 1 I&,+, + 1.1 - li’) - C&J := B,. 
Recall that 
P kt 0 nk, 5 I/k, - 4 
k/ -1 
< nk,. 
Thus, 
and 
2.qkJ 2p o<pvk,-~.,q<---=-. 
pk’ -’ ($6 
Using (22), (7) and (6) we infer /Br 1 < q k/-k/ -1 and (26) implies B1 = 0, but this 
is impossible since by (14) (i), we assumed p ,j‘c., . This proves (19). 
To verify (20) we use an argument which is simpler and similar to the case 
(19). We just outline the differences of the arguments. So, (23) is replaced by 
(27) 
One can show again that (l/r)t - (l/u)t’ E .Z and for i E {j + 1,. . . , m}, 1; = Il. 
When i = j we need to replace (25) by 
(28) qk, -k, I 
= P 
k,+ I 
I&, + 4 - l;‘)p”’ - I;,_, - 
. Y 
which contradicts (14) (i), since by this assumption the right hand side of the 
above formula is not an integer. 
NOW we introduce G,,, (7) = Pi.1 (T) + (l/r)t, t E Z and gj. -r(r) = PI;.1 (r) + 
(I/r)t, t E H, which are the 1 /p. periodic extensions of qj,t (T) and 1Fj, -1 (T). 
Our aim is to show that if 6 > 0 is sufficiently small and we add an interval 1, 
of length E to these discrete periodic sets then we have the required function. 
For E > 0 set j6 = [O, t] and put 
Q’(r) = (@5(r) +_I<) fl [l/r, 2/r), 
@I(r) = CUy= ,(@~(-r) + 1,)) n [l + l/r, 1 + 2/r), 
S!,(T) = (U~,(~~.~~(T) +A)) n i-1 + l/r, -1 +2/r). 
Now, next we want to take advantage of the estimates (lo), (17), and (18) to 
obtain measure estimate (29) below. In our notation usually we denote by ’ 
those sets which are obtained from discrete point sets after the addition of I,. 
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Indeed, using (lo), and (17-20) one can easily see that if E > 0 is chosen suffi- 
ciently small then we have 
(29) I@;(r)1 > yl@‘(r)l and l!K1(r)l > !$@‘(r)l. 
We now fix such a small E > 0 and set O’(r) = Uj”=, (Qi(7-) + I,) fl Jk,. 
Observe that from (13) it follows that 
(30) , and ll.rc,,(x + X) = 1 then x E Q’(T). 
By (1.5) and (16) it is also clear that from x E @‘l(7), or from x E @-l(7), it 
follows that 
m m 
C b’(T)(X + 4.1) 2 1, or ,F; k(,)(x+ Xj,-1) L 1. 
j=l 
Hence 
(31) c lkq,,(X + 4 L 1 
AEAKM_,,Kw 
for these x E @/I(T) u !P1 (T). 
Next we choose translations 0 < ri,l, q, -1 < l/r, i = 1, . . . , y, where the 
number y will be determined later. Set q,l = q, -I = 0. Assume that we have 
already defined ri.1, and ri, _ 1 for i = 1, . . . , j for somej 2 1 so that if 
H’j, 1 = U{= 1 P’l (ri.l), and H/-1 = lJ!= t @:I (TiTi._l), then 
(32) 
from iLLjIll < bi it follows that }HjIl/ 2’; I@‘(O)I, and 
from I$_,/ < ii it follows that ILL;_,/ >‘+l@‘(O)I. 
By choosing t > 0 sufficiently small we can assume Iti’;,*, 1 < (l/X) . (l/r). 
We also put Lj, = I.#=, @‘(Ti,i), Li,_, = U/=, @‘(Ti._l). 
Notice that l&‘(r)/ = (Qi’(O)I, l@;(r)] = l!$(O)I, and IP!,(T)I = IS!,(O)l for 
all r E [O, 1 /r). It is clear that (32) holds when j = 1. 
The definitions of L;., and Li>_, imply that ILj,1l <jl@‘(O)I, and &!_ll 2 
_iP’W 
If IHi,j < (l/8). (l/r) then 
(l/8) . (l/r) > IHji / 2 ~~/8)1~‘(0)1 > (m/8)/Lj,! /. Similarly, 
if IHj-,I < (l/8) . (l/r) 
then (l/8). (l/r) > lHjI_ll 2 @z/S)l@‘(O)l L (~72/8)lLj,_~l.This implies 
(33) 
2-M -2 
. i > ILj,l [, and 2-M-2 
Nextweshowhowtochooserj+I,l andrj+,,_,. 
Assume /Hi, 1 < (l/8) . (1 /r). We claim that there exists rj+ t,1 E. [O, l/r) such 
that 
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(34) I%!, n*{(‘j+l.l)l <~l*~(ri+l.l)/. 
In the sequel CJ fr T denotes the sum of CJ and T module 1 /r. We have 
I ! 
rj j n,;, (d fr T) . n,l,o,(d)wf-r = rIff/I,I . ISl(O)l < $I@;(O)l 
00 
This implies that there exists rj+ 1.1 for which (34) holds. 
Now. 
lflm’(o)l +;yl@‘(o)l =‘(j+ l)$qO)l, 
where we also used (29). 
This will yield (32) with j replaced by j + 1 when IHi+ ,. 1 / < (l/8) . (l/r). 
Also, observe that if IH/+ ,, , ) L (l/8) . (l/r) then, recalling (33), 
l@‘(Tj+l.l)I = I@‘(~.,)1 I Iqq < 2 M-2 . (l/r) implies 
IL~+i,il = IL;,, U@‘(Tj+i.1)1 < 2-M-’ .i 
From (32) it follows that we reach a step j when IH/+, , , I > (l/8) . (1 /r) but 
IffL,I < (l/8). (l/r). F or this value of j set yi = j + 1. By (35) we have 
IL~,,,I < 2-M-1 . (l/r). 
Argue similarly for choosing Tj+ 1, _I and choose y-i as yl was chosen. 
Set 7 = max(yl,y_i). If 7 > 7-1 then for 7-1 < j 5 y set Tj,_i = ~1.~1 = 0. 
This implies that L,f_, = L{m,,_, for y-1 < j I y. Similarly if y > yi then for 
71 < j < 7 Set Tj,, = T,,, = 0. This implies that L/,, = L;, , for yi 5 j 5 y. 
Set LM = L; , U L {,_,.Wehave IL”I L I-C,,,,1 + lLbm,,_,l < 2-*.(1/r). 
Put H’,M =‘H’ -H’ and H-‘,M = H’ 
(l/8). (l/r), IH-i:LT> ii;;). (l/r). 
Y,c, = H,‘_, -,. Hence (H’x”I > 
Finally, set f~ = CT=1 (Il,!,,,.,, + llefC7, _,,). Now (30) implies that if 
x E [l/r, 2/r) and f~(x + A) = 1 then x E U/y=, (@‘(Tj,l) U @‘(T,j_l)) = 
L:, q-1 =L”.HencesM_l,M(x)=OforxE [l/r, 2/r)\L”. 
by using (31) we find that if x E UT=, (!Pi(Tj,,) UP’l(Tj,_l)) = H’.“U 
Hp’.M, then.sM_,,M( x > 1 This completes the proof of the lemma. ) _ . 
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